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ABSTRACT

The movement of graphics and audio programming towards three dimensions is to
better simulate the way we experience our world. In this project T looked to use
methods for coming closer to such simulation via realistic graphics and sound combined

with a natural interface.
I did most of my work on a Dell OptiPlex with an 800 MHz Pentium III
processor and an NVIDlA GeForce 256 AGP Plus graphics accelerator -

high end

products in the consumer market as of April 2000. For graphics, I used OpenGL [1],
an open·source, multi-platform set of graphics libraries that is relatively easy to use. I
coded in C++.
The basic engine I ftrst put together was a system to place objects in a scene and
to navigate around the scene in real time. Once I accomplished this, I was able to
investigate speciftc techniques for making parts of a scene more appealing.
The use of texture mapping (fitting images to geometric surfaces) makes one of
the most incredible differences because it provides a means to add much detail to
objects in the scenes. Furthermore, it saves time and geometry over representing the
contents of the image in three dimensions. Textures can also be mapped to objects
dynamically to make surfaces appear to move -

this is useful when designing, say,

the surface of a body of water. I used a technique of combining textures in a paint
program to make transitions of textures appear less harsh or abrupt.
In order to keep a decent frame rate (around 40 frames per second), geometry has
to be limited.

Since detailed objects are more pleasing, I decided to have more

complicated objects and smaller scenes. By connecting many of these smaller scenes,
the user experiences a large, detailed world. I have also found that objects composed of
many pieces at different depths are very pleasing to move around. I use 3D Studio
Max [2] to model and alter objects, and 3D Exploration [3] to convert 3D object files
to OpenGL code in C++.
By adding three-dimensional sound, the user can pay attention to the world with
two senses as opposed to one. I added sounds using OpenAL [4] with some difficulty

and continuing trouble.

OpenAL has support for attenuation, pitch control,

reverberation, and Doppler effect.

I added interaction through two different methods: collision detection, and picking
(OpenGL).

Collision detection uses geometric approximations of objects' forms to

detect when a moving object hits another, and is important to keep from walking
through walls. Picking renders into a buffer, rather than to the screen, and provides
useful information about the buffer's contents.

Life-like camera motion allows the user to feel more natural while navigating the
world. Physics equations of motion controls falling of objects, including the camera.
Other aesthetics I have added are alterations of lighting - to become darker during the
"night" and lighter during the "day." I am also using blending to make objects such as
water transparent, and to make distant objects fade in and out of the scene with a
"fog". And I have worked on real-time reflections on flat and curved surfaces.
All these effects have brought this project far as I have had excellent results.
Most of the techniques I used were successful. The world turned out to have a total of
eleven interesting scenes.

Although, there are many more possibilities [or further

scenes and features to incorporate. Some include different forms of optimization, real
time shadows, animation of complex objects, stereovision viewing with a headset, and
head tracking.
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CHAPTER 1: Introduction
For the past academic year (2001) I have used recent technology and computer
tools to design a virrual world that can be navigated fluidly in "real time". My goals were
to make the world as realistic and visually pleasing as possible, as well as to keep the
program running quickly enough for it to remain in real time.
The title of my project includes the adjective "interactive" because it is the
defining characteristic for nearly every approach I took to designing the various parts of
my world. The largest focus of interaction was on the "real-time" aspect of the world, as
it would be in most other projects of this nature (especially with graphics).
When a graphical system does not include the real-time constraint, the product
can be as complicated as necessary and can contain extremely intricate levels of detail.
Real time has the objective of generating a storyline based on the user' 5 control, whereas
pre-rendered systems necessarily produce a static path through a scene, if they are even
used for animation. (To "render" a scene is to draw it to the screen or an image file.) In
such non-intercutive systems, the user has very limited or no control, but the graphical
presentation can be extremely realistic. If a scene takes 30 seconds or even an hour to
render from one viewpoint., it is all right. A path through a non-real-time scene may take
weeks to render. Movies commonly use pre-rendered 3D graphics to complement their
live scenes. For example, in The Trul7um Show [24], some of the buildings only had first
floors on the set, and computer graphics were used to fill in the higher floors seamlessly.
When planning my world, I constantly had to create a balance between
complexity and speed. There is a limit to the number of polygons that may be rendered
in a reasonable amount of time. Calculations on the computer's processor and graphics
card, and the amount of memory required by the program also have limitations that must
be addressed to keep response times quick enough.

I had two major goals for taking on such a Lask. First, my primary professional
interests lie in the field of computer entertainment, so I wanted to produce an application
in that area. What I had in mind was something I could show to anybody, regardless of
computer science background. and get a response such as "Wow, that's really cool." My
second goal was to take away from this project a new wealth of knowledge and
experience that would allow me to continue entertainment programming, perhaps even
professionally.
The main, overarching challenge was to develop a world that can be navigated in
real time, and that remains realistic and aesthetic. The subsequent challenges, all of
which will be described in this paper, include using textures, fog, blending, and lighting
to create visual effects for water, sky, clouds, and reflections to increase realism with

methods that can be managed "on the fly" for real time. For some realistic phenomena, I
endeavored to build a particle engine that would be useful for snow and water systems,
among others.
Modeling objects, large and small, and incorporating them into scenes served a
tough task. Even the breaking up of the entire world into scenes that could be managed
in real time was difficult, especially connecting them seamlessly to one another.
I had to also deal with empty space around scenes, and chose to do so by filling it
with terrain. colored by height to produce realistic mountains and rivers. The terrain and
other objects had to be optimized to require as little overhead as possible for the graphics
card while still maintaining visual appeal.
By far the hardest of challenges was implementing collision detection, a means to
keep objects moving through boundaries, for instance, to keep the person walking around
the world from going through walls.
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Some other challenges were adding fonns of interaction with the mouse, use of
three-dimensional sound, and adding the passage of time to the world, for realistic day
night transitions with synchronized lighting effects.
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CHAPTER 2: Background and Terminology
My inspiration comes almost wholly from computer games, especially recent
three-dimensional ones. These games include Golden Eye and The Legend of Zelda,
Ocarina of Time for the Nintendo64 console system, and most notably Unreal
Tournament [23] for Macintosh or Windows - a game with incredibly fast, smooth
rendering, and a beautiful set of worlds. These games are put together by teams of
programmers, coordinators, writers, and artists, and use the state-of-the-art graphics
techniques to achieve wonderful effects. It is now common to see shadows, smoke, fITe,
explosions, realistic water, and even on occasion, reflections in newer games. The
physics simulations, passage of time, weather phenomena, and realistic three-dimensional
sound these games possess are great sources of motivation and are to be striven for.

In the remainder of this chapter I will provide some basic information about the
mechanics of OpenGL [17] (the graphics libraries I used) and 3-D programming that will
be necessary in order to follow the remaining chapters. Terms that are not defined in this
section will be defined when they are fIrst mentioned.
At the time of my proposal I had essentially no experience programming, or
designing 3D graphics and sound. Nor had I ever used the programming language (C++)
or graphics API (OpenGL, which I will explain in the following paragraphs) that were to
soon become commonplace in my arsenal of tools. My experience was limited to a
course on the design and implementation of computer games, a course that I took as a
sophomore. This course dealt with a number of technjcal issues, but concentrated mostly
on two-dimensional world representations.
Throughout the year I was continually picking up new abilities. I have become
adept in C++ and OpenGL, as well as various sound and graphics related applications. I
necessarily learned methods for creation, manipulation, interaction, and integration of 3D
graphics and sound.
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OpenGL is a set of libraries that allow the programming of graphics (17]. The
basic constructs are points (vertices), lines. triangles, quads (rectangles), and n-sided
polygons. The polygons can be filled with a color. or empty (wireframe). Each vertex of
a polygon can have its own

COIOf,

if desired, which creates a meld of colors from vertex

to vertex. All the polygon coloring I mention uses 0.0 as the minimum and 1.0 as the
maximum intensity of color. Each polygon can also have a normal -

a vector that

usually points away from the surface of the polygon, perpendicularly (but can point in
any direction desired). Normals do not need to be specified for polygons when lighting is
disabled. A small angle between a polygon's normal and a light in the scene means it
will recei ve more light and be shaded less. Larger angles cause more shading.
Normalizing a nonnal, or any other vector, reduces its length to one.
During explanations. I will refer to whomever the imaginary person is that is
navigating the world as the "user" or the "viewer". If sound is involved. I may use the
term "listener" instead. If 1'm talking about the object that is in the scene at the viewer's
location, I will be talking about the "camera" -

the user's portal to this world.

Vertices are drawn with the OpenGL call "gIVerlex3fO" with coordinates for an
X, Y, and Z position in the parentheses. OpenGL uses a standard three dimensional
coordinate system, with the Y axis vertical. and the X and Z axes on the horizontal plane.
The Z axis points towards the viewer. "Z value" is thus commonly the name used for a
metric that describes how far an object is from the viewer. The Z buffer is a buffer which
holds these values for every pixel that is present in a scene. The Z buffer is used for
"depth testing", a function provided by OpenGL that looks at these values each time the
screen is rendered and is able to draw pixels in the correct order. In other words, with
depth testing enabled, if there is one building in front of another, they will get drawn in
the correct order. Without depth testing, the back building may get drawn in front of the
front one.
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OpenGL's coordinate system can be navigated and modified with marrix
operations. OpenGL has a few built in, including methods for transformation, rotation,
and scale. Transfonnation moves around the coordinate system, rotation rotates the
coordinate system, and scaling changes the size of the coordinate system. Object
placement and sizing in scenes occurs with a series of such commands. Now we are
ready to talk about object creation, which is the subject of the next chapter.
Having gone over some of the basics, we can now start to take a look at the issues
I had and how I went about solving them. Keep in mind that every problem I had to
solve was related to the universal problem of reducing polygon counts and computation
whjle keeping the level of realism and aesthetics high.
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CHAPTER 3: Creation of High Polygon Count Objects

3.1 Introduction
When I began programming objects (in this sense, a group of polygons that
represent something -

a tree or a wall) I quickly ran into a problem. Telling OpenGL to

draw polygons is done with a series of vertex specifications, all typed in. For larger
objects, this became tedious as it was taking a long time and I could not view the object
as I was designing it. There are two approaches I will discuss that address this method.
The fIrst, is designing objects in a three-dimensional modeler (essentially a 3-D drawing
and painting program) and converting the format to something usable by OpenGL. The
second approach (the procedural approach) uses a set of functions that builds objects on
the fly (each time the program draws to the screen) -

which can be used for objects with

repealed structure or some structure that can be described mathematically.

3.2 The Procedural Approach
For simple scenes composed of a few poJygons and basic, pre-built objects like
spheres and cylinders, coding by hand is probably the quicker method. Creating a room
out of six rectangles and placing a sphere in the center would only take minutes.
But what if we wanted to add, say, a poned plant in one of the comers? If the
plant has more than about twenty polygons (which is not many at all), it would be an
extremely arduous task to sit down and type in, by hand, all the points into glVertex3fO
statements. This is also especially difficult considering the lack of visualization hard
coding in this manner provides. Typing a few polygons, executing the code to see if they
are in the correct places, adding a few more and so on soon gets tedious.
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could be adjusted to better approximate a circular enclostrre, and the size of those
segments could also be modified. In addition, this method was more intellectually
exciting than typing in a bunch of numbers, rather mindlessly.

3.3 The

3~D

Object Modeler Approach

Once the scene had walls, it needed some trees. Each tree would have a few
hundred or so leaves, each leaf made of about five polygons for a total of over a few
thousand polygons. I had two feasible options, hard coding certainly not one of them. I
could draw a cylinder for the trunk, then make a method that draws one leaf. Using a
series of controlled random transformations and rotations, I could draw these leaves
around the trunk of the tree in a way we might expect them to be distributed on a real
tree. This method would be considered a procedural approach, akin to the drawing of the
enclosure.
One of the reasons I chose not to head in this direction was because each leaf
would require a different set of translations and rotations to be put into place. After eight
trees, that would be thousands upon thousands of matrix calculations. High levels of
computation should be avoided because they can slow execution of the program, while
one of my goals was to get the program running as quickly as possible. (A second reason
I opted not to take the procedural approach was because I would have had to spend much
of my time working on artistically perfecting the tree, something I did not wish to do
when I could spend my time otherwise.)
I chose instead to make use of a tree object that I downloaded from 3D Cafe. com
[1] in Studio Max formaL In order to use objects of other formalS in my system, they had
to be converted to OpenGUC++ code, or a series of numbers that can be read in from a
file to OpenGUC++ code. I used an application called 3D Exploration [2] for such
conversions. I created a tree object out of the resulting conversion. Now Ijust had to
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model objects in 3D Studio Max and work with characteristics of the model that OpenGL
makes use of, such as face nonnaJs and texture mapping functions (which will be
discussed in later sections). Using Studio Max I also designed some tufts of grass to put
in the scene. Again, this was much quicker for me than typing in polygons by hand, and

compul.ationally quicker than procedurally creating these objects.
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CHAPTER 4: Keeping it in Real Time

4.1 Introduction
The aspect of my project that introduces the most constraints is the ability to
suppon graphical rendering and physical interaction in real time -

as I have mentioned

before the real-rime aspect is what most of the project is based upon. Users can sit down
and push a direction on the keypad and get virtually immediate visual response as the
scene updates itself to account for the change. Without being able to accomplish this, the
program would offer an altogether different type of experience, involving entirely
different techniques for design, implementation, and use. This chapter covers many of
the techniques I used to speed up the entire simulation in general, as opposed to specific
types of effects that will be covered in later chapters.

4.2 Optimizing storage: Display Lists and Texture Objects
Display lists and texture objects are two common methods used to optimize
storage of data [25]. A display list takes a series of OpenGL commands and stores them
on the graphics card that is associated with the computer monitor (or display). In doing
so, each time that portion of code needs to be used. it is already in the display's memory,
ready to quickly dump the contents it will produce to the screen. All the large objects in
the world use display lists, storing their thousands of points in the display's memory.
The trees in the grove all use the same display list, so each time the screen gets drawn, it
gets used many times, and reused in subsequent drawings. All model conversion through
3D Exploration [2] automatically utilized display lists, so I was able to take them for

granted.
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essentially all the ground. walls. and sky. If the user were to walk outside the

boundaries of most terrain in the world. they would still be able to see the rest of the
scene, because the back of the wall would Dot be visible to block the view. In Unreal
Tournament [23] I put on a "walk through walls" code that allowed me to go outside the
boundaries, and sure enough, the designers had culled all polygon faces possible.
Although I used culling, it was not one of the major focuses of this project.

4.4 Dividing Scenes
Constructing a large-scale world inevitably requires many polygons and likely
many textures and sounds as well. I realized early on, when developing my frrst scene,
that it would be impossible to handle all the polygons for my wbole world concurrently
and retain an acceptable frame rate. Testing revealed that the graphics card I was using
could handle around 40,000 triangles at a time, but no more, to keep above a tbreshold of
about 30 frames per second (fps) with texturing and lighting enabled. (This threshold
was a guideline, but by no means my definitive factor in deciding polygon count. Such
things as special effects needed to be taken into account as well.) 30 Frames per second is
good, while around 45-60 is very good. To keep above my frame rate threshold, I had to
construct the world out of smaller pieces, which I refer to as "scenes". Each scene would
bave its own 40,000 triangle limit and would be handled individually by the graphics card
while ignoring the rest of the scenes. In this way, a world with p triangles would require

p/40.000 scenes. Most adventure type games are logically broken up this way. Even
older, two-dimensional games like Final Fantasy VI (Japanese Version) [6] are typically
broken up into various scenes that are filled with as much detail as possible without
hitting some upper limit (polygon count in the

3D case).

There are many benefits and only a few negatives to this approach. The greatest
benefit is achieving the expected outcome - being able to keep polygon count to a
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maximum as well as retaining a high frame rate. Although this approach initially makes
programming somewhat more difficult, in the long run the program becomes more
modular and extensible, allowing for simpler addition of new scenes.
Each scene was then able to have its own objects, sounds. textures, and methods
associated with it. The second scene I started designing was the path that the grove leads
out to. Notice that this scene (below) contains no trees. None of the trees from the grove
have to be drawn when viewing this scene, and since this scene has no trees, none of the
tree objects even have to be loaded into memory, thus allowing more room for other
objects. In the same way, there is a limit to the amount of texture memory a graphics
card has. The second scene does not use any grass textures so they are not loaded,
leaving room for the textures that are needed. Also, the sound card (if one is used,
otherwise RAM is used) has limits to the amount of sound that can be loaded, another
reason to keep sounds unique

lO

a scene associated only with that particular scene.
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CHAPTER 5: Scene Unification

5.1 Introduction
Planning for scene unification should start. as I have come to realize the hard way,
before each scene is created. I 5taned planning early, but I did not take a thorough
approach at the time. First I designed all the scenes, then I put lhem all together. This
caused a belated discovery of certain facets of unification that I should have had in mind
during scene design.
Transitions from one scene to the next must progress smoothly both visually, and
technically in the coding. The simpler of the two to handle is the technical portion, if the
scenes are programmed in a clean and modular fashion. All that needs to be done
technically is, upon detecting the camera at the transition point (see chapter on collision
detection), memory cleanup of the old scene, loading of the new scene, and switching
execution to render and update the new scene.
The more difficult element of unification is the visual one. In the real world, it is
not usual for a person to walk somewhere while looking straight ahead and not see a
portion of the area in the distance. If a person is about to walk through a doorway, they
see part of the room they are moving into. Even if there is a closed door, upon opening it
some of the next room can be seen from the current one. For a virtual world to be more
realistic, the same rules must apply -

one scene must be visible from any scene directly

connected to it (in the way common sense would dictate).
We cannot simply draw the entire connecting scene(s) adjacent to the current one,
because that completely defeats the purpose of breaking the scenes up to begin with. I
have investigated three valid approaches to handle this with minimal computational
overhead, although none of them are necessarily quick to implement
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5.2 Transports
The first method to handle scene unification is to completely avoid such
connections. Using something I call "transports" (conceptually a matter transporter. like
in Star Trek) the user can be transported between scenes without seeing the new scene

beforehand. Their use is restricted by genre, most likely to be found in science fiction
worlds. Many multi-player games such as Quake and Unreal ToumamerU [23] use
transports, especially for relocating to various places within the same scene. Visual
connections can also be avoided by creating a world where an event sequence causes
transitions, as opposed to approaching an adjacent scene. For example, in the game
Siphon Filter, a special operative is set in one scene and must complete checkpoints such

as disarming bombs or saving hostages. When all the checkpoints in one area are
complete, game play stops. and soon the player is found in another scene with new
checkpoints (possibly far from the fIrst scene in Siphon Filter's world). This style would
not have suited my needs. since all my scenes are directly neighboring other scenes.

5.3 Transitions Situated Around Corners
The second approach is to have scene transitions around comers, or situated in a
way that only some minimum amount of the next scene is visible. This type of layout
where the bulk of the scene lies around a corner can be seen in the overhead picture of the
grove in chapter 3. This approach then takes the necessary polygons from that scene and
attaches it to the current scene, making sure to trigger transportation before the camera
gets close enough to see around the comer or to where the rest of the scene should be.
This method is appealing because it quite visually accurate. However, it is also
very difficult (and does stin require extra polygons). It is especially difficult in a world
that usesjirst-person perspective viewing. In this perspective. the camera may be looking
straight into the next scene, as opposed to a third-person perspective where the camera
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may be at a slight angle to the ground or straight down and taking in less of the next
scene.

5.4 Screen Snapshots and Transfers
The third approach is the one I chose to implement. I made sure to have most
ttansitions situated around corners or in narrow paths to reduce the amount of inter-scene
visibility. Then I took snapshots of the scenes from their entrance points, and "cut out"
the sky using alpha values. An Alpha value is an optional component of an image (or
polygon) that dictates a portion or level of ttansparency (see Visual Realism - Textures
with Alpha Channels). I was then able to texture a rectangle located at the edge of the

current scene with a snapshot of the next scene. Using alpha values, I made portions of
these textures transparent, so the sky and background could be seen through the "cut out"
parts.
Another reason to reduce the view of the next scene is that these textures are
limited in detail compared to their three dimensional representation. In addition, these

images are best viewed from the position at which they were taken. If part of the
snapshot is a tree off in the distance, walking directly up to the texture reveals that the
tree is not in the distance at all, but painted on a flat mural.
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texture even when it is logically further away than the texture. This creates a great
illusion of depth with the texture that cannot be created with my fust person perspective.
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CHAPTER 6: Adding the Element of Time

Something I thought would make the world even more realistic is if it changed
with time akin to our world. With progressing time in our world trees grow, water flows,
and day turns to night By implementing a flow of time, I could at least create day-night
transitions.
The element of time within a virtual world is a completely different topic than the
aspect of executing in real time. Real time focuses on optimizations and design in such a
way that user-world interaction can take place near instantaneously. The world actually
having ilS own time, on the other hand., means being able to program characteristics of
the world to change and be updated based on the flow of this time. As a matter of fact,
the flow of time in the virtual world could be completely independent of the rate
rendering occurs. It is possible to have one without the other, both, or neither. In a
virtual world that does run in real time, adding time allows for more possibilities and
creativity.

Figure 6.1
This figure illustrates

lhe constant loop of
scene rendering and
upda.ting. The update

method receives user

input.
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In the virtual world, before everything is drawn, I call an update method that

makes any necessary alterations from one time frame to the next. If the user is holding
the forward button, the update method makes sure to move the camera in the scene such
that it appears the viewer has moved forward. An update must be invoked every time a
new animation frame is rendered, otherwise the view may appear slow or jumpy. If no
updating is done, there is no reason to redraw the screen anyway, since it will be exactly
the same (and hence wasting precious computations on the graphics card). Making
updates in the update method once every time frame can provide time in the world that is
dependent only on the combined speed of one update and one screen drawing.
I used this setup for a while, but it did Dot make much of a difference at the time
because it was not critical to control the speed of the few updates I had. This may be
completely acceptable depending upon the nawre of the world, but the more changes that
are taking place, the more likely it wiu be helpful to govern the frequency at which they
take place. The one update that manifested this lack of control in my world was related
to the vertical camera movement that simulates the position of a walking person's eyes

through each step. Towards the middle of scenes the graphics card does more work,
giving a slower frame and update rate - this is the rate on which I had based the
movement The camera appeared to move normally until approaching the very edge of a
scene, when it would start to bob up and down very rapidly and unrealistically because
the under-worked graphics card sped up rendering.
According to Game Architecture and Desilm [19] there are two approaches to

decouple rendering from updating. One, called semi-decoupling, keeps the updates at a
constant frequency, while the rendering occurs as quickly as possible. The

other,full~

decoupling, again renders as quickly as possible, but also has updates going as quickly as
possible with some measure of time (perhaps the inverse of rendering frequency) to
control the amount to update objects.
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Interestingly, without researching these methods before hand, I employed a
technique that is a hybrid of full and semi-decoupling. Rendering and updating follow
each other sequentially as quickly as possible, and I let the update method know the
current time when it executes. Time difference since the last update may be figured out,
but that alone is not sufficient for everything. Say you were designing a simulation of a
person throughout the day. If that person normally wakes up at 6:00 am, it would not be
sufficient to know only the amount of time that has passed since last update -

the actual

time of day is needed.
Another example of how this is useful would be the operation of the sky in my
world. What the sky looks like at any point during the program's execution is a function
completely dependent on the current time, which is given to the update method as
military time in decimal form (e.g. - exactly 1:3Oprn in my representation is 13.5000...).
The sky goes through various transitions, most notably a light sky with clouds in the day
to a dark. starry sky at night. If a sky update occurs at 6:21 am (6.35000... ), the

following conditional from my program, represented as pseudocode, gets executed:

i f (military tirre > 4: 3 Dan AN) mill t:ary tirre <= 6: 30am) {
II then this is sunrise, tre sky.needs to get lighter
interval = (military tirre - 4: 3Qan) / 2.0;
II interval is rx:w a IlJ..lTd::er £ron 0.0 for the beginni..ng of sunrise
II to 1. 0 at the erd of sunrise.
visi..b.ility of day sky = interval * naxinun visibility;
II this last line fardes the c:By sky in frcm 4: 30 to 6: 30an
)

(Note: lines beginning with "/1" denote a comment)
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This is far less than everything that happens to the sky during update, but it helps
illustrate the point that rather than having a fInite set of Slates, updating based on current
time provides the ability to produce a continuous spectrum of states. As the day sky
fades in during the early morning hours, its opaqueness is determined by where in the
interval between 4:30 am and 6:30 am the current time falls. At 4:30 am its opaqueness
is multiplied by an "interval" factor of 0.0, giving it 0.0 opaqueness, so the night sky
(which is always present, just slightly above the day sky) shows completely through. At
6:30 am the opaqueness is multiplied by a factor of 1.0 for a completely opaque and
visible day sky, blocking OUl the night sky. All points in between are a blend of the day
sky with the night sky behind it. All this happens seconds of the viewer's time -

the

virtual world's time can move at any speed; a full day in the world passes in only a few
minutes of user time.
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CHAPTER 7: Visual Realism - Textures, blending, lighting, fog

7.1 Introduction
Pan of the original goal was to design a world that, although optimized to run in

real time, remains "realistic and aesthetic" as well. Moving water, objects fading into the
distance, windows, and reflections are all effects for added realism in the world that I will
discuss in this chapter.
Texturing (applying images to surfaces), blending (transparencies), lighting, and
fog effects are all features of OpenGL that I have spent time working with. Texturing is
by far the most important tool of the four, but working well with all of them provides a
means to produce wonderful visual realism in real time. Many of them go hand-in-hand
for various techniques, and that is why [ have included them all in the same chapter.

7.2 Textures
Texture mapping is the ability to take an image, and through some function, map
it onto the face of a polygon. It is almost cenainly the most appealing capability of
current three-dimensional graphics APIs. To compare, look at the two screenshots
below, the scene on the left with textures disabled, and the same scene on the right, but
with textures enabled. Notice the incredible difference a few textures can make.
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Figure- 7.1 Left: "Flat hading" in a $C ne with no texture. Right: Th .'arne sene with textures.
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ordinate.
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inner workings that I became aware of it· full potential

u h as being able

La

move on an

object).
One advanlage of textur mappmg

1

th amazing detail il can add to obj ct ,

ed c rreetly. it an s ve time and polygons (so they can be used el ewber

over

repre enting the contenlS of the image in three dim nsi ns, and yield e' ellent visual

re ult [21]. For e 'ample. La create a vi 'ua) effect simihr to that of the stone wall in my
/:,[0

e _c n without u in,., textme . the wall

auld ha\' I b constructed out of three

dim n lanaI stall s with careful attention to oloring and placement. Although cuch a
de ign may look go d, this would be very time co sumirL and \vaSle many polygons on
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insignifIcant object that is not . uppo ed to draw much focus (like rna t vv'all that

mere!, are present to provIde bound for a cene).
The urfaces of most stati objecL in my \vorld are
"round has gra' texture, dirt, and, and ton
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CO\ I'
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rock-like texture. Some tree ha\' bark. \\ ood can truCL ha\'e a vi ibJe grain. nd
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Figure 7.2
High-pol gon~c unt gra, $ tuft
(right) made of 912 green triangle'.
Mu 'h d pth f tructure can be
n. Al o. notice the triangle
with face poiming away from the
light ourc are shaded.

Figure 7.3
Plain gra s texture (left).
none
e eOliall. mapp
flat pol, gon.
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Figure 7.4
Plant (top-left) from The Legend a/Zelda:
Ocarina of Time \'iewed from the ide at a slightly
. 1 vated angle. The plant i compo~ed of ix
rectangle textured ith the arne image (bottom
left). The \ hite pani n ar tran. parent. Vi wed
from directly above, the arrangement would look
like the pattern on the bottom- right
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t
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Figure 7.5 Pandora's Box - a painting that
I angs on the \\ all of (he vinual an galle ,'.

Th re i, another "cookie-cutler"' method for storing textures tbat w uld allow
maintenance of aspect ratio. This is done by taking the original ima2e, and adding mpty
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ABCDEFG
HIW-MN

OPQRSTU
VWXYZ

Fignre7.6
If an image of the alphabet is loaded as one texture, a mapping can be
made from each desired lener to a particular portion of the texture to
draw. The cexture coordinates are (0,0) in the lower left. and (1,1) in the
upper right corner. Letter number 11 (K) has coordinates of (3n. 2/4) in
the lower left and (4n, 3/4) in the top right (K is four letters from the left
in rows of 7. and the third letter from the bottom in columns of four).

In the castle counyard I wanted to make the ground more interesting than it was
with only one texture. There is

DO

reason surfaces (a surface may be made of multiple

polygons) should be limited to one texture. In the back-left comer of the counyard, I
wanted to have the stone floor break away to reveal the earth underneath it. This could
be done by replacing the rectangle's texture in the comer with a dirt texture, but the
transition between the two would be very sharp and obviously unnatural. Instead, I lOOk
the stone floor texture I was using and, in a graphics program (paint Shop Pro), layered it
on top of the dirt texture I desired. By cuning out portions of the top stone texture,
removing some completely, and pushing and rotating other pieces, I was creating the
natural transition I was looking for. When satisfied, I combined the layers into one image
and loaded that as the texnrre for the far-left comer of the courtyard. Notice that when I
was cutting pieces away, I had to make sure to leave any edges of the texture that would
be adjacent to the normal texture of the ground undisturbed, so as to create the transition
completely within the image I was engineering. This process is illustrated below.
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Figure 7.7 The ~ one texture (top-lef1) wa-, placed on op of th dirt and pebble tc 'LUre
a patm program. Then pieces
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This technique is commonly seen in three-dimensional games to represent
features that would normally be flat anyway, such as papers on the surface of a desk,
seashells in sand, or worn paths on the ground similar to the path in my gallery scene. In
Tony Hawk's Pro Skater 2, for example, scenes are littered with graffiti that is painted
onto the texture of the background [22J.

7.3 Dynamic Textures
Until now I have discussed objects in my world that all have constant texture
coordinates -

rocks, trees, and still items. This was not suitable enough, as I wanted

some way to create the effect of flowing water or moving clouds. Desirable special
effects can be created by a method of allowing the texture's mapping onto the object to
change with respect to time, that I will refer to as dynamic texture mapping.
Peering into the well of the castle courtyard. one can see that the surface of the
water appears to be constricting and expanding gradually. Also, in the large valley with
the evergreen trees, the brook flows calmly through the scene. The polygons that the
brook and the well water are represented with do not, themselves, move. The appearance
of movement is created through using variable texture coordinates when mapping to the
polygons. For example, the brook is drawn with its width's texture coordinates
incremented each update, so the width of the image slides across the polygons that make
up its surface.
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Figure 7.9 The arro v pain' in the direction the dynamic lexlUr
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7,4 Blending, Lighting, and Multi-Texturing
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opaque. Sky] also has texture coordinates that are half the value of Sky2's, meaning it
only fits half as much of the texnrre onto itself. The texture therefore appears twice as
large with bigger clouds, and looks to be closer to the viewer than the other set of smaller
clouds. In addition. skyl's texture coordinates are incremented with a larger value,
causing the clouds to move more quickly across the sky. All of this gives the impression
of two layers of clouds. one much closer than the other. even though it is really a
projection onto a flat plane.
For even more realistic effects, I wanted to take what I had done with the sky and

modify it so that it would be bright and mOderately cloudy during the day, but dark and
slarry during the night as well. Via the time dependence on the alpha values I discussed

in chapter 6, I didjust this. As the day gets later, both of the sky layers in the day slowly
fade out to reveal a night sky placed slightly above. The process reverses at dawn. By
encapsulating the world with a fading blue cylinder inside a stable black cylinder, me
entire horizon and background became part of me night-day effect as well.
In my initial implementation, while the sky and background turned dark at night.
the rest of the scene stayed just as bright as before. When viewing the sky during this
transition, the illusion that other objects in the scene dim as well is created because this is
what we expect to happen. Turning this from an illusion into a tangible reality was the
next logical design step.
OpenGL provides up to eight lights for use at anyone time. Lights provide shade
for polygons based on their angle to the light (determined by a nonnal vector for each
polygon or vertex).
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7.5 Sphere Mapping
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Sphere mapping is a mode of texture mapping that takes a texture and projects it
onto a specified surface as if the surface were a completely reflective sphere. The "rays
of light" from the texture are projected parallel, as if from infinitely far away, and with an
infinite focus [15]. The effect this gives is the appearance of the surface reflecting that
texture. It is a quick approximation for reflections when you know what will actually be
reflected, although it is not nearly as accurate as ray tracing. Ray tracing simulates many
light rays projected from the eye of the observer, and uses accurate physics to determine
the destination of each ray. This is computationally expensive, but produces very
realistic images. Since this cannot be done in real time on consumer hardware, sphere
mapping can be used to approximate the reflection. Sphere mapping is especially well
suited for curved surfaces, on which humans cannot notice odd reflection nearly as easily
as on flat surfaces.
Games commonly use sphere mapping (or similar functions) to give surfaces a
shiny appearance without intention of reflecting a portion of the scene. In The Legend of

Zelda. Majora's Mask a small mound of gold dust is sphere mapped with a golden
yellow texture with lighter and darker areas. When viewed from different angles, the
appearance of portions of the mound change from lighter to darker gold giving the
surface a shiny appearance. Glass window panes and beakers in GoldenEye are also
mapped with light white and gray textures in this manner, combined with blending, to
make the glass look as if it is reflecting light at various angles.
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Figure 7.12 Sphe
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7.6 Renections on Flat Surfaces
At this point in time (2001), it is impossible to create reflections through
physically real methods (i.e. - ray tracing) in real time on consumer hardware. That is
one reason, from my experience, reflections are often not seen in real time. Unreal
Tournament [23], Tony Hawk's Pro Skater 2, and Perfect Dark all have some reflections
on flat sUlfaces, but use them sparingly. I discovered the preferred method, or 'trick", for
creating the illusion of a real reflection from the NeHe tutorials [11]. It is relatively
simple, and produces visually accurate reflections in real time.
The "trick" to doing this is only a few steps:

L Determine the plane the reflective surface wil11ie OD.
2. Take any objects that will be reflected, and produce a way to draw them with their
coordinates flipped over this plane. If the plane were the Y=0 plane, all this would
entail is changing the sign of all the Y coordinates of the objecL Do the same for the
Dormal vectors.
3. Draw the normal objects, with the normal lighting.
4. Draw the "reflected" objects, using the stencil buffer if necessary lO cut out the
portion of the screen to draw to that corresponds only to the reflective surface. To be
as accurate as possible (but this is not necessary) reflect all the light positions as well
before drawing these objects. (The stencil buffer allows drawing to take place only in
specified portions of the screen. For a more in-depth explanation, see chapter 7.12

Fog and the Stencil Buffer.)
5. Lastly, blend the reflective surface in its place, so the reflective objects can be seen
partially through it.

I employed this technique 10 create a reflection on a floor, and it carne out very nice (see
the images below). Note that I did Dot have to use the stencil buffer because the viewer
cannot move to any position so as to see the reflected objects from anywhere except
through the floor.
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Figure 7.14 Thi. is not an image accidemaJl. in 'I1ed u sid - owo. but rather the same ,cene vie . . eel
from underneath the floor. looking upwards. The 0 jecL are omp t ly mirrored beneal 1 the floor.
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They are each one rectangle mapped with a texture with alpha channels.
The related challenge for me was getting such textures to load. OpenGL does not
perform any image loading functions, that is left up to the user. I had a third party
package for loading TGA format images, but it did not support alpha channels. Without
knowing the fIrst thing about file formats, I took it upon myself to tailor the package for
my needs. I ended up taking arrays of 24-bit pixels for each image (1 byte/8 bits each for
red, green, and blue channels), and resizing the array to accommodate the same number

of pixels with 32-bit size.

r inserted another 8 bits for an alpha value on the end of each

pixel while making sure to slide the other pixels back in the array, unharmed. After
doing this for each pixel, the array becomes completely fuJI. To make use of the-new
accommodating texture (represented as an array of pixels), I designed a function that
would take a red, green, and blue value as input, and turn that composite color completely
transparent by iterating through the pixel array searching for matches. From what I have
seen, it is common to use black as this color. For the trees, I used a paint program to
design the texture, and made aU the desired see-through portions black (RGB components
0-0-0). Then I loaded the texture, specifying color components of 0-0-0 to be
transparent.
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brighter stars passed. I quickly adapted this to the green flashing wires -

which mrned

out to be ODe of my favorite displays.

7.9 Fog Effects
Once I had some of the scenes laid out, I want.ed to be able to do some interesting
things with them. One of which was hiding distant portions from the viewer so as to
encourage exploration to those areas. The solution was fog.
OpenGL and other modem 3D graphics APIs like DirectX [18] and Sony's
Emotion Engine [20] for Playstation2 provide a feature referred to as/og. Fog is a way to
take a set of polygons, and blend their colors with a specified fog color, with a magnitude
that is functionally dependent on Z value (the distance from the origin, which is where a
scene is always viewed from). It acts essentially the same way as real fog -

the further

away we are from some object, the more fog there is between us and that object to
obscure our view of iL Except in OpenGL we get to control all sorts of parameters that
govern the way this fog acts. Fog comes in any color or density that the programmer can
imagine, and actually has more uses than just to have fog in a scene. Two other values
that control the fog are min and max values, stating where the fog begins and ends,
respectively. Until min., there is no fog effect, and past max, the fog color takes
precedence over everything, fogging out anything beyond.
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7.10 Per-object fog
There was a point when the mountainous terrain in the scenes ended abruptly. The
mountains are all one piece. and they are incomplete on the edge -

they have no

backside because no viewer could see them from that angle without breaking rules set by
my program. (Viewed from afar, their shape somewhat resembles a cutout of an egg
crate. with cuts going through the peaks of the crate.) The troughs in the terrain are
colored blue for rivers. and they inelegantly "flow'"' into thin air at the terrain's edge.
My solution to dealing with this was giving the mountains. and sometimes just the
mountains (depending on the scene) a fog value. Fog does not have to be applied equally
to an entire scene. If fog is enabled. the current fog values at the drawing of an object are

used, allowing for per-object fog, or even per-polygon fog. This became very useful for
me, because often I did not want certain objects to fade in the distance as quickly as
others, or even at all.
To improve the aesthetics, I applied fog to the terrain (on a scene by scene basis)
with a maximwn value that is no greater than the minimum distance the viewer can come
to an edge of the terrain.

glFogf (GL_FCG...,.SI'ARI', 100. Of) ; / / set the start distance of the fcg
g1Fogf(~FOG-END, 450.0f);
/ / 450 is always closer than t.enai.n' s ~
glEhable (GL_FOG) ;
/ / enable fog (just for the terrain)
/ / other

~

state

<:har9=s

glPushMatrix () ;
/ / store a.u:rent m:delview rratrix state
glTranslatef(O.O,SO,O.Ol; / / position the terrain
glSca1ef(1000.0f, 500.0f, 1OO0.0fl ;
/ / scale up the tenai.n
t.errain->drawList ( ) ;

glFbfMatrix () ;

/ / draw the terrain
/ / restore the rreOelview rratrix state

/ / rrore cx:mrarrls
/ / go fc:q cbes rot effect things dral,..n after

This code is from the gallery scene. Notice that the maximum fog distance,
GL_FOG_END, is set to 450 units. The camera is never able to get closer than 450 units
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in this scene to any edge of the terrain. The terrain thus fades off into the distance before
the edge, and the viewer is not aware of any such sharp or sudden cutoff.

7.11 Multiple Transparencies
After fixing this problem with terrain, I started looking for a method to draw more
realistic water than I had been using, which was just a transparent sheet with a water
texture applied to it It would appear more realistic if the water got darker with deepness.
Water absorbs more light the deeper it becomes, making it more difficult to see at lower
depths. With just transparent polygons, every depth underneath is proponionally as
visible as without the water.
The first solution I came up with involved using multiple water layers blended
together. Each layer would "absorb" more light, essentially making each level of depth
less the color of non-water elements, and more the color of the water itself. The well in
the courtyard scene displays this method of attenuation by depth. The top sections of the
well are easier to see and distinguish details in than layers further down. While this
approach is conceptually straightforward, there are fmer points of the implementation that
warrant discussion.
First, OpenGL only blends transparent pixels with pixels that have already been
drawn. In this way it makes sense to draw anything transparent at the end of the drawing
section of code. If I were to draw all the water layers and then draw the surrounding well,
the weU would not be visible through the water at any level at all.
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7.12 Fog and the Stencil Buffer
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one value (for "draw") and the rest with another (for "don't draw). Then every
subsequent drawing when stenciling is enabled would only output to the top-left comer of
the screen. Unfortunately I have not bad time to code this method, but I have solidly
worked out the logistics.
In the courtyard scene, say I wanted to fade the well water relative to depth in a
smoother fashion than with multiple transparent layers. This could be done by applying a
fog to everything under the level of the water, with perhaps a deep blue, almost black
color. However, unlike nonnal fog effects, we do not want this fog to apply to the entire
visible scene, just to the water in the well. The stencil buffer must be manipulated to
single out this part of the scene. Since there is no terrain in the courtyard below water
level except that covered by the water itself, we would only have to set up a plane
equation of Y

= W3.ter

Level and give it to the stencil buffer. Having the proper area

singled out for fog is the harder part. Next the fog must be controlled. A depth of two
units in the water should be just as obscure if the viewer were standing at the water's
edge as if standing far away. The fog start and end attributes must be updated relative to
the viewer's distance from the water such that the fog always starts at the distance the
viewer is from the water's edge, with some constant difference between fog start and fog
end.
This will create the smooth light attenuation we are looking for. A caveat is that
this is a better approximation for a body of water with a smaller localized surface area.
This is because at the edge of the water, water closer to the top will still be darker further
away than at that point However, since water tends to reflect more light at greater angles
of incidence to the surface, we expect to see less in this situation anyway. The effect is
worth its flaws, and is less expensive for the graphics processor than blending multiple
layers as previously discussed (blending with fog is only done once, not multiple times).
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CHAPTER 8: Terrain

8.1 Introduction
In this chapter I will discuss two types of terrain (landforms) that are different
because of their use in scenes and the methods by which they were created. An example
of distant terrain is the set of mountains and water in the background of most of the
outdoor scenes, which I used to fill the emptiness beyond the scene. Oose terrain is all
other terrain that can be closely viewed, such as walls, ground, and rocks.

8.2 Close Terrain
Rarely does one walk outside and see landfonns that have completely flat faces in
nature. Good textures help a great deal, but a geometrically flat surface still looks flat. I
made it a point to use good textures and dedicate the use of many polygons in some of the
more enclosed scenes to create pleasing and realistic terrain. By using higher levels of
polygons, surfaces can be given a bumpy appearance rather than a plain, flat one. One
feature of "good texwres" is high cootrast (e.g. -

splotches of light and dark) to suggest

shadows due to indentations and protrusions.
The path leading up to the castle is a very nice example of high terrain polygon
counts, versus the lower polygon count walls in the valley. The path was a prime choice
for high polygon count land because the focus of the scene is on the land itself. There are
no special non-terrain objects to draw attention. I fonned the walls and ground in 3D
Studio Max using large sheets of connected rectangles. At fIrst I tried to apply a noise
function to create some bumps in the walls, but at high enough levels to perceive a
difference from flatness the effects were too angular. I ended up repeatedly selecting
semi-random groups of vertices, and pushing and pulling them until the terrain was
shaped in a way I thought looked realistic and had a moderately bumpy surface. I used a
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CHAPTER 9: Particle Engine

Up to a point in the world, I had no real dynamic structures. At most, textures on
polygons were moving, but no actual polygons were changing with time. I decided to try
implementing some realistic natural effects by manipulating polygons.

Many phenomena in nature consist of a structure that is a building block for a
much larger structure. Some examples are rain, snow, water, clouds, dust, and fog. A
rainstonn consists of individual drops of rain. as a snowstorm consists of many individual
snow flakes. Fog. clouds, and water all are made up of water particles in different
densities. A particle engine is an object that controls a set of building blocks to produce a
larger, dynamic phenomenon. Although I have already developed clouds and water with
dynamic textures, a particle engine would allow me to bring the phenomena out of the
plane, and really into 3D. Dynamically textured water could be paired with a particle
engine for something like splashes in the water.
I got the basic idea from a tutorial on a website [15], and decided to implement
my own. First, a particle for my purposes had to be a polygon or set of polygons that act
according to certain rules. most specifically, physical laws of motion. The attributes of
my panicles are position, velocity, acceleration, color, texture, size, lifetime, decay rate,
and whether active or not Each time a particle is updated, its velocity is incremented by
its acceleration due to gravity (and gravity alone, minimizing calculations by singling out
the most important factor), and its position is incremented by its velocity. In this way,
snow can fall, water can be spouted upwards and fall back to the earth, or haze can just
bang in midair.
Say we were to create a particle engine with ten thousand small particles that have
a blue, circular texture and a negative acceleration in the vertical direction (acceleration
downwards, towards the ground). The engine would then draw each of these ten
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thousand blue particles falling at the same rate from the starting point. We want to be
able to spread the particles out somewhat, so I defmed functions to set initial position and
velocity to random values within a given range. Now say we used this to spread the
panicles out over ten units. and vary initial velocity slightly. We would then see the
particles fall over a space of ten units slightly apan from each other. But they keep
falling and eventually can't be seen any more.
[n

order to keep particles flowing, we need to regenerate particles that are no

longer of use, like those that fall through the ground. This is why all the particles have a
lifetime, starting with some random value between 0.0 and 1.0. On update, all particles
have their life decreased by their decay value. Upon reaching 0.0 life, a panicle is given
full life (1.0) again along with its initial position and velocity. I added an alternative
condition for regener3tion upon reaching a specified plane. In my valley scene I have
snow falling, and once it passes through the plane Y=O, it is a waste of resources to wait
for those particles to die, since they cannot be seen. Instead, they immediately
regenerate on passing through this plane. To make the transition from alive to dead less
visibly abrupt, the life of the particle (conveniently between 0.0 and 1.0) can be used as
the alpha channel, so the particle fades away as it decays.
I also created functions to randomize size within bounds, color, and decay. With
all this functionality, I have imitated snowfall, water spouts, and small waterfalls fairly
convincingly.
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CHAPTER 10: Boundlessness: Living up to the word ''World''

10.1 Introduction
"Building a world" is quite a phrase to live up to indeed. I could not imaging
exploring our earth to the extent that I have seen every ponion of it. "World" is used
with a connotation of this son of boundlessness, a quality I attempted to introduce into
my world through aesthetics and size rather than any particular programming methods.
The number of explorabJe scenes present was the most important aspect of design
in respect to vastness. The world has a total of ten different areas. The goal was to have
at least ten, and am glad I was able to achieve this many, although the more the better.
Ten was enough to allow variation within the scenes themselves, creating strong diversity
in the world with a beach, mountain paths, a castle and art gallery, a grove of crees,
underground sections, bodies of water, and the end of the programmed world.

10.2 Arrangement
The arrangement of scenes plays a very important role in giving the user a feeling
of expansiveness. The worSl possible organization of scenes would be to have the fIrst
scene connected to one scene, that to another, all the way to the last scene in a completely
linear fashion. The user needs opporumity to make decisions regarding where to explore.
By choosing to go one direction and temporarily leaving another untouched, the hinting
feeling of vastness begins to grow. Linearly, this is not possible.
The underground passage, mountain path, and valley scene all present these
decisions. With a limited number of scenes, they cannot all be connected reasonably this
way, and there are dead ends that effectively put a cap on the world. It is conceivable
that all the scenes could have more than two connections to the other scenes, but that
would ruin the mental map one creates when exploring.
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10.3 Working with Emptiness
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CHAPTER 11: Navigation

Once there is a scene in place, with some ground and rocks or trees. there is the
problem of actually being able to move around it to look at everything. It is Dot a feature
automatic or built in to OpenGL, so I needed to figure out a way to draw things to the
screen in positions such that it looked like the viewer were able to move.
One of the ftrst OpenGL programs I wrote was very simple, displaying a red
wireframe cube on the screen. I added interactions that would change the position of the
cube based on key input, to give the appearance of moving towards or away from the
cube. I did this by including an updateable variable in the Z coordinate of the cube's
position:

gl'I'ranslatefCO.O, 0.0, -10 + variable); II get to ili= o:>rrect spX.
glutwirea.JbeCl. 0); I I draw a a.Jbe th:!re of side lergth 1

The third field in the translate function teUs OpenGL to move back along the Z axis 10
units plus some variable amount that depends on user input. The cube is then drawn
there.
After this simple experiment, what I wanted was to draw multiple objects and

manipulate them such that it looked like the user was actually walking around. Now. in
OpenGL the scene is always drawn from the origin. So to get this movement effect I
could just add some variable teon to each dimension of the object's position similar to
the way I handled the cube. But then when the user walks around, the world would only
be viewable from one angle, straight down the negative Z axis. To account for this in the
same manner I would have added variables to a rotation term for each object as well.
Unfortunately. this approach quickly becomes tedious and messy with variables allover
the place.
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To take care of the problem in a cleaner fashion, I used a common approach
where the entire scene is rotated and then translated at once. My program keeps track of
the amount of distance from the origin and rotation past zero degrees to represent the
view based on input. Before drawing each scene, the rotations are applied, once for each
dimension, then the translation is applied. All the values that are used are the opposite
sign of their stored values -

to move the "camera" ahead 5 units, we are actually instead

moving the whole scene back 5 units. And by keeping the effects of the translations and
rotations on the current transfonnation matrix while everything in the scene is drawn, it
will look as if the "camera" has moved, when it actually is the entire scene.
At this point I was then able to navigate scenes and look at my objects from any
point or angle (excluding roll- analogous to a side-head-lilling movement). As exciting
as this may have been, the experience of moving around was like navigating a completely
empty space - I could walk through walls and I could move backwards off the edge of
the scene and watch it grow smaller and fade away. This brings up the much more
complicated topics of collision detection and collision reaction, which I discuss in the
next chapters.
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CHAPTER 12: Collision Detection

U.l Introduction
Before collision detection was implemented, I had my scenes all laid out and they
looked great -

but there were some big problems. When walking around, it was

possible to move right through walls and objects. If the viewer happened to try walking
down a hill, the hill would simply drop away underneath, requiring an explicit set of key
commands for floating up and down. I needed some way to know exactly where the
boundaries were in each scene, so that the viewer could react to them automatically.
Collision detection is the ability to be notified when two objects paths intersect in
space-time. It is a means to connect the viewer (and other objects) to the world in more
than the superficial sense of being restricted to looking at the scenery. Collision
detection bas an application wherever you want to know when two objects hit one
another. In a car racing game it would be used to see when cars crash into one another
and to keep them from falling through the ground or driving through walls. In a soccer
game, players would not be able to kick the ball without collision detection.
Collision detection is no trivial matter -

at least one month of my allotted time

overall was spent researching and implementing collision detection. Entire fields of
research are dedicated to this topic alone. As a matter of fact, when I was searching for
information on collision detection, much of it was too complicated to get involved with.
I also attempted to use two different third party collision detection packages, but due to
complexity and lack of time to spend understanding other people's interfaces, I did Dot
use either. Instead. I decided to save many hours and much frusn-ation, and at the same
time learn a great deal, by implementing roy own version.
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12.2 Ray-Casting
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This required the implementation of some basic geometric snuctures. I wrote the
representation for a 3D Point, which is equivalent to a vector and has the same
fundamental operations. Then I wrote a 3D Plane representation, which uses a 3D Poiot
for its normal vector. and I wrote a 3D Polygon representation that uses 3D Points as its
venices. Some sample code I use in my project to determine an intersection point using
ray-casting is below.

PointJD Plane3D: :RayIntersect {PointJD start, PointJD fi.nish) {
float t; I I p:>int in the ray W1ere tre intersecticn occurs
PointJD ray( finish.x, finish.y, finish.z); II duplicate the finish r:cint
ray. subtract (&start) ;
float run
= PointJD: :[btP:roduct(nomal. &start) + dist.an:::e;
float denn = Point3D: :DotP:roduct(nozrnal, &ray);
if(&!nan = 0.0) (
t = 1.0£;
)eIse{
t = run! den::m;
)
ray. scale (-t) ;
I I scale ra.f b.t -t. l:e-:ai IS€ ' of h3ckward s coord.
ray. a::Xl (&start) ;
I I ad:) the starti.n.;J r:cint to it.
return ray; I I ooIds r:cint of int.erse±ion rDIJ

systan

)

Just finding out if one point intersects with a polygon is only the beginning to
collision detection. We don't want to represent the viewer as a point -

for if we did the

viewer would fall to the surlace of the ground and feel like the size of a

pea. Also, the

viewer would be able to get within the minimum drawing distance of objects, which is
0.5 units. Any pixels within these bounds do not gel drawn. If the camera is allowed to
gel within 0.5 units of a wall, that portion of the wall will disappear to reveal anything
that mayor may not be behind. For this reason, the camera must be associated with a
collision volume.
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U.3 Collision Cylinders
The collision geometry I use most often in the world next to polygons, is the
cylinder. I chose to use cylinders because they are quite symmetrical, easy to represent,
and can be used to give curved surfaces accurate collision behavior. In order to avoid
excessive and time-consuming calculation, I restricted cylinder space to all upright
cylinders (whose caps remain in the horizontal plane).
The three polygon-cylinder cases supported by my collision manager (so far) are when:

1. The center of a cylinder moves through a polygon.
2. A vertical cylinder intersects with a vertical polygon, with better approximation for polygons
with closer to vertical edges.
3. A vertical cylinder intersects with a horizontal polygon. with greater approximation as angle
of elevation increases for non-horizontal polygons.

The three cases are checked in the order presented. If any test finds there is a
collision. the other tests do not happen. Case (1) simply tests to see if the center of the
given cylinder passes through the polygon by casting a ray from the initial position of the
cylinder's center to its final position.
If case (1) is not lrue, case (2) is checked. First, the vertical region of space where

the cylinder and polygon overlap is found. If there is none, there is no intersection.
Otherwise, the test continues by taking the midpoint of the vertical range of overlap, and
casting a ray from that vertical point in the horizontal center of the cylinder along the
polygon's positive and negative normal (could be on either side of the polygon). If either
of these rays intersect the polygon, there is a collision. Also, to account for the case of a
cylinder being outside the vertical boundaries of the polygon, the closest point of the
polygon in the horizontal (X-Z) plane is found, and a ray is cast from the center of the
cylinder through that polygon's X-Z point and the cylinder's Y point.
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angle). Since vertical cylinder<ylinder collisions do not have any flaws. I began sealing
such points with cylinders.

12.4 Collision Optimization
Some forms of optimization are necessary for collision detection, because it is not
feasible to check for a collision between every existent polygon. This would be 0(n-1)12
checks (where n is the total number of polygons), which takes 0(n2 ) time to complete.
For one of my normal scenes, this would be well over a billion checks. This must all be
done within a miniscule fraction of a second to be useful, and I would not want my
program to have that dependency. Forms of optimization exist that reduce the set of total
polygons for the collision manager to handle, and that reduce the number of polygons
within that set that have to be checked against one another.

Jt is logical to break up the collision objects that move from the objects that do
not, because objects that do not move will not have a chance to collide with each other.
My collision manager has a separate container for each of these objects. The dynamic
objects are checked against one another, then checked against all the static objects for
collision. This partition saves many calculations since many more static elements (like
walls and floors) will generally exist than dynamic ones (like a camera or a bird).
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CHAPTER 13: Collision Reaction

13.1 Introduction
Being able to detect a collision is great, but not enough in itself. Something
actually needs to be done when two things hit each other. For the camera specifically, we
want to at least stop it from moving through the wall. By keeping a starting position and
a destination position as part of the camera's information for each update, if the camera
collides between these two points, it is sufficient to set its destination back to its slarting
point In that way, if the camera collides with any wall, it is stopped in its tracks.
There are two problems with just stopping the camera's motion completely. First,
it is less frustrating when moving around if the camera were actually to slide along walls.
rather than being stopped and having to back up or turn around to continue moving.
Second, if there is a gravity that keeps the camera on the ground, it would never be able
to move at all because it would be constantly colliding with the ground. I had this
problem at first, so I had to set gravity to zero while I coped with the situation.
After drawing many picnrres and diagrams, I figured out that to slide an object
along a collision barrier, two crucial pieces of information are needed. These pieces are
the path of the object's attempted travel, and the normal of the collision surface at the
point of collision. The path is known, since it was used to detect a collision. The
normals are an inherent piece of polygons. and those polygons only need be queried.
Sphere normals can be found by taking the ray from the center of the sphere to the point
of collision and normalizing it (reducing its length to 1). Lastly, (vertical) cylinders also
have a function to return a nonnal, which is the ray from its center to the point of
collision. with lhe same vertical coordinate, normalized.

By taking the dot product of the path and the normal, a distance d is yielded that is
the length of the path along the normal. This essentially collapses the path onto the
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normal, but the value d has no direction (it is a scalar value). Now, the amounllo remove
is obtained by scaling the normal by d (this result has a direction). Then the produced
vector can be subtracted from the destination of the moving object before collision
reaction to attain the new, altered destination. This is illustrated below.

I

Destination before reaction

I

I
I

I

•

ormaJ

Point after sliding
A - 8

y--
\
Initial point

= Corrected Path of Travel

Figure 13.1 The mechanism for sliding along a collision boundary.

Notice that even though there are right triangles and similar triangles involved in
the diagrams, trigonometry alone is not enough to solve the problem. VectOTS need be
used because more than just magnitudes, we are dealing with direction in two (or three)
dimensions. Also. although in the diagram it appears to be taking place far from the edge
of the surface, this is generally not the case. In real time, the distances involved in
traveling from one point to the next are minute since they span all of a few hundredths of
a second. The distance is therefore not noticeable. Be aware, however, that this sliding
technique is used uniquely in navigation. If we were to try simulating a ball being
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thrown at the same surface, we would want to instead reverse its velocity and flip over
the surface's normal for an elastic collision.

13.2 Multiple Subseqoent Collisions
It is possible that a situation would occur, most likely in a corner, where a
collision with one polygon would slide the viewer past the boundary of the other
polygon. Someone would easily be able to then "slide" out of the boundaries of a scene,
and literally falloff the edge of the world. Gravity would relentlessly pull the viewer
downward into a never ending pit of emptiness -

a situation that I did not want to let

happen.
To prevent escaping boundaries via sliding. I added additional collision handling
as a follow up to any initial collision. The collision manager executes a loop for each
moving object that breaks only when that object's path does not collide with anything at
all. There is also an alternate condition which breaks upon some maximum number of
collisions so as to avoid an infinite loop. although this has not been necessary.

13.3 Ground versus Walls
At this point the viewer had pleasing reactions when moving along walls, and
when gravity was enabled, the viewer was able to walk along the ground freely. A
problem I did not foresee was related to sloping ground. I buill a test ramp in the castle
courtyard scene to test the completeness of my algorithms, which, of course, were proven
incomplete by the ramp.
I was pleased to see that I could navigate the viewer up the ramp and falloff the
end to the ground, without going through the ground. The problem was that standing still
on the ramp revealed that the surface appeared to have no friction. The force due to
gravity was constantly trying to pull the camera slightly below the surface, and the
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CHAPTER 14: Audile Realism

14.1 Introduction
Originally I had not considered putting sound in my project, and had not even
mentioned it in my proposal. But sound, even a random distant bird call, breaks the
monotony of silence and causes the viewer to focus on the world with two senses instead
of one. Requiring attention of another sense draws the user into a more unified world
that is all the more realistic. As I realized this I became inclined to include audio as an
integral feature of the world.

14.2 False Starts
There was much trouble in the process of including audio. I examined two
suitable options for three dimensional sound APIs: Microsoft DirectSound, and OpenAL
[16]. OpenAL (for Open Audio Language) is OpenGL's equivalent in audio -

multi

platform, state-based, and generally similar in dialecl OpenAL, however, is at a
premature stage, copyrighted in 2000. DirectSound is part of Microsoft's larger suite of
programming libraries, DirectX. I chose to work with DirectSound since it has,
ostensibly, a sturdier foothold being on version 7.0 as opposed to OpenAL's 1.0 version.
This chimera of mine lasted only a few days when I became increasingly
frustrated with the sheer amount of code necessary to load just one sound and play it.
The tutorial on Microsoft's website had about seven pages of code with frequent absuuse
and unexplained code statements. Upon attempting to compile the files, I received errors
when theoretically I should not have. All this was just for a dimensionless sound, the
ordeal doubtlessly more difficult for three-dimensional sound. I pondered what I had
learned, then promptly threw in the towel and moved on to OpenAL.
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A sample project the designers of OpenAL sent me was relatively easy to
understand. Every piece of code had a clear meaning, and there was far less set up to get
OpenAL functioning. It took me quite a while to install the correct files in order to use
OpenAL, and I still do not have the optimal setup. I discuss this further and relate it to a
more general problem in a later chapter Bugs. Obstacles, and Pitfalls.

14.3 Working Sound
Once I was able to get sounds playing, my first intention was to synchronize
sounds with individual footsteps (the low points in the up-down "head" movement of the
camera). Using a sound editor I broke up a clip of a person walking through leaves into

fi ve separate footsteps. One of the five is randomly chosen and played each step at the
foot of the viewer, providing the viewer with a more human feeling interface, as opposed
to a rigid camera gliding silently through the air. If I had time, I would have liked to take
this idea further. I wanted to give each section of ground a "material" property that
describes what type of ground it is, such as snow, grass, water, stone, or gravel. Over the
continuous collision the camera's bounding cylinder has with the grounds, it could record
the current material underfoot. Then the stepping sound could be changed depending on
the type of material. Tony Hawk's Pro Skater 2 is a popular skateboarding game in 3D
that gains much from utilizing such methods. The sound the skateboard produces rolling
around changes masterfully when skating from one material to another. Blacktop.
wooden ramps, rails, and even corrugated metal have sounds that match exquisitely, and
were probably taken from real skating clips.
Next, I decided to add sounds that insinuated the presence of other life in the
world. I chose crows because they are birds that are common most places, and people are
usually used to hearing them. I divided up some crow calls I had found into four
different ones, and placed the four in random distant locations in the outdoor scenes. By
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having distant crow sounds, I hoped users would get the feeling that since the crows
could not be seen, but could in fact be heard, that there were actually crows somewhere
else in the world., subliminally conveying that somewhere else actually exists and the

world is larger than the explorable sections. There is also the possibility that the user
would hear the crow sounds and not register it as something special due to their
commonality in our world., and thus feel somewhat more at ease. Note that the speed of
sounds is in no way affected by the element of time in the world. A crow will sound just
the same if days pass in seconds or hours in our world. The frequency at which
individual sounds occur may change if it is dependent on time (for example, the
occurrence of the sound of a plane flying overhead every virtual-world-hour will change
with the rate of virtual-world-time). Its pitch, wavelength, and amplitude will not, as they
are only dependent on position and velocity relative to the listener.
The other worldly sound present in outdoor scenes is wind. A constant wind
blowing that reminds the listener of the elements, and fits in with the moving clouds
above. There are functions available in OpenAL to set the minimum and maximum gain
of a sounds, however not in the version I was using. The min and max gain could be set
to the same value to keep a sound as completely ambient, with the same volume at any
location in the scene. This is the way I wanted to handle the wind, since there is no
effective point source for wind. Since these functions were out of grasp, I had to reset the
position of the wind to be the same distance relative to the viewer at all times. Problems
occurred when I set the location to be the exact location of the listener, however. The
screen got all jumpy and no sounds would play, as if some computational task were
eating all the program's resources. Just accepting this as something that causes problems,
I avoided positioning sources at the listener from then on.
The last sound found in the world is a pervading static. Most of the crows and
footsteps have a shoTt burst of static each time OpenAL plays one of them. I was unable
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to chop these pans off in an editor, and became unsure whether this static was a
byproduct of the audio editing program itself or OpenAL. Either way, it was noticeable,
and mildly annoying, since I am not used to hearing my shoes spout white noise with
each step. My fix was to add a continuous static at low enough volume that the listener is
unaware, yet still masks the aggravating static accompanying regular sounds.
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CHAPTER 15: ReaI-Time Engine Manipulation

A "3D Engine" is basically a set of functions and procedures that are used in a
controlled way to display three dimensional graphics. It almost always connotes real
time viewing. I had

(Q

have the ability to toggle features of my 3D engine while moving

around the world. Most commonly, I needed to turn collision detection off to get to
forbidden parts of a scene for debugging purposes (in which case I also had to turn
gravity off prior, so I would not plummet through the ground). I have left the various key
toggles in place so users can actually view the world under different circumstances.
Fog can be toggled. In the valley scene, and any other scene with the mountains
in view this makes a significant difference.
Lighting can be toggled. The differences are incredible in some areas, especially
the grove. The leafy trees and the tomb have much more definition when their polygons
are shaded with respect to face normals. The grass also gains much definition from
lighting.
Textures may be enabled and disabled. Textures are altered by the color of the
polygon faces they are applied to. Rarely it was useful

to

color the polygons anything

other than bright white. Disabling textures shows the flat polygons and their colors.
A feature called depth testing may be toggled. Depth testing utilizes the Z-buffer,
comparing Z values of the current item being drawn with values in the same location of
the buffer, allowing pixels to be drawn to the screen jf they are spatially in front of all
other pixels. Turning off depth testing draws polygons to the screen in the order they are
given to OpenGL. If the viewer is inside a solid black cube, but an orange cylinder is
drawn after the cube with no depth testing, the cube would be visible.
Gravity can be toggled, allowing the viewer to hover any height above the
ground.
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Collision detection can be toggled for travel through walls and floors. Without
collision, there is no way to detect when the camera hits a scene transition point. If
gravity is still on, the camera will fall through the ground. The collision boundaries can
also be drawn as light-red. semi-transparent polygons. The scene, independent of the

collision boundaries by be toggled as well.
Users can view camera orientation, position, and current frame rate in the title bar
of the window if desired.

Figure 15.1 Below are all the keys used and their corresponding affect when the world
is running.

«8" -

Move forward (on number pad)

"5" - Move Backward (on number pad)
"4" -

Turn Left (on number pad)

"6" -

Tum Right (on number pad)

"7" - Sidestep Left (on number pad)
"9" -

Sidestep Right (on number pad)

"A" -

Look Down

'7." - Look Up
Up Arrow -

Float up when gravity is disabled

Down Arrow Hold "Tab" -

Float down when gravity is disabled
Doubles speed of movement

Hold "Caps Lock" -

Extremely quick movement

"P" -

Toggle position display

"0" -

(0 as in olive) Toggle orientation display

"P' - Toggle frames per second and day counter display
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"M' - Toggle "Mouselook" so the mouse can be used to change orientation venically
and horizontal} y.
"S" - Toggle drawing the scene (use with the boundary toggle to see only boundaries)
"B" -

Toggle view of collision boundaries

"C" - Toggle Collision Detection
"Gil -

Toggle Gravity

"Space Bar" - Jump
"L" - Toggle Lighting

"Y' -

Toggle Fog Effects

"W" - Toggle Wireframe Mode
'1)" -

Toggle Depth Testing

"'r" -

Toggle Textures

"X" -

Toggle Cross-Hairs (an orange square that stays in the center of the screen)

"E" - Toggle Panicle Engine (use in valley to toggle snow, and in the underground lake
to toggle the water spout).

"RETURN' -

This returns everything to normal. Use when you falloff the edge of the

scene, get stuck, or can't see anything.
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CHAPTER 16: Bugs, Obstacles, and Pitfalls

16.1 Installations and Incompatibilities
In my ideal world, computers would be completely set up for me. Every

necessary piece of software would be installed, and one-hundred percent bug-free. This
includes all the programming tools and libraries -

they would all come ready to use,

newest version and compiler independent, with clear descriptions of the constructs
available and how they are to be used. Then I could sit down and do my thing; I could
design and program. There would be no time wasted on false starts, no conflicting
versions or missing pieces. And, ideally, I would make no errors along the way.
Unfortunately, such a world is far from existence. Throughout the project I have
encountered many bugs and numerous obstacles that impeded my progress. The larger
ones are mainly related to using third party code and compatibility.
To begin with, when I finally started implementing scene transitions, I began
getting inconsistent crashes. I narrowed the location of the bug down to loading of
textures for new scenes. Using the debugger, I pinpointed the exact line causing the
error. It happened to be in the texture loader files that are quite popular among the
OpenGL community. The constructor (function that creates the image) for the TGA
image format was using a conditional statement to incorrectly determine whether to free
memory associated with the image. It did not make sense to me why memory would be
freed on construction, so I circumvented the freeing in the constructor. The results were
that creating textures no longer trampled on memory in other locations. This also fixed
an uncanny problem I was having where an ill field of the fifth collision polygon added
to the collision manager would get corrupted. Up to that point, I had to uncomfortably
add a "decoy" polygon to the collision manager so none of the good ones would get
disturbed. It turns out its memory was usually part of the memory freed by the image
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16.2 On The Mechanics of Fog and Lighting
The first time I tried to make use of fog was in my underground lake scene. I did
not want the viewer to be able to see the far end of the cave until making it most of the
way inside. I applied a simple linear, gray fog function to the whole scene. It worked
well except that the water was not behaving as expected. The water did not seem to be
shading enough at some times, and more than necessary at other times. It was also
shading the entire (sheet) of water the same, rather than getting foggier with distance. I
eventually realized by standing in the middle of the water and spinning around, that the
amount the sheet of water was shaded depended on the camera's angle in the horizontal
plane. At 0, 90, 180, and 270 degrees, the fog was at a minimum and directly in between
each of those adjacent values was a maximum. At the minima, the camera's line of sight
was perpendicular to one of the water's edges, whereas the maximums were facing
corners. What I came away with was that since the water was just one large rectangle
(where the rest of the cave was made of smaller triangles) the whole thing was getting
shaded the same - more when the camera was facing a corner since the corners were
further away than any edge. It also did not help that I was standing in the middle of the
polygon that was being shaded, either.
This was a simple lesson for me early in the project, before I had designed all of
my scenes. From then on, I tessellated the polygons in my scene to be smaller than a
certain size, no larger than about three meters on either side (for rectangles). The smaller
the polygons are, the smoother fog looks. Tessellation is the term for breaking one
polygon up into a larger number of smaller polygons. Lighting also works in a similar
way, giving closer approximations to real world lighting as the amount of tessellation
approaches infinity -

of course, you do not want to tessellate until the frame rate drops

to sloth-like speeds, but rather find a suitable balance.
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16.3 Collision Setup
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be outdated by a newer version. On the unfortunate side of things, the version I have still

seems to be unstable.
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CHAPTER 17: Conclusions

17.1 Results
I am very pleased with the distance this project has come, considering I was a
complete novice at the beginning of the year. Towards the beginning, it took two weeks
just to get everything installed correctly and write a program that drew a red square. One
of the first 3-D objects I used was the standard teapot [8J, but it looked "funny". It took
me a while

10

figure out that depth testing was not activated, something that I would be

able to notice in a second now. I went from taking over a month to design one scene to
creating more than one per week at times. My productiveness sped up immensely
throughout the year.
To briefly recap the major work I have done: scene design, layout, object
modeling, object importing, texturing, dynamic texturing, multitexturing, texture
transitions, texture special effects, terrain mapping, particle engine design for snow and
water systems, reflections feigned on curved surfaces, accurate reflections on flat
surfaces, collision detection, pleasing collision reaction, basic inclusion of physics of
motion, interaction through picking, a realistic interface, work with 3-D sound,
optimization, fog and lighting effects, and inclusion of time with day-night transitions.
All work that was done with one goal in mind -

to creaJe a realistic and aesthetic world

that can be navigated in real rime. It is a goal I think I definitely achieved.

17.2 Future Work
Inevitably, this project can be extended in many ways. This section is aimed
towards anyone who may want to continue work on this project, and the possible areas to
focus on.
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•

Sound: Installing a newer. robust version of o penAL, as it is quickly maturing.
With it in place, use sounds included with the project and others to fill the world with
realistic sounds.

I suggest having the sound of the viewer's footsteps change when

walking on different surfaces; I also suggest switching from crow sounds during the
day to crickets and owls at night (both of which I have sounds for).
•

Code Organization: I could not, in the interest of time, focus primarily on the
structure and neatness of my code. There is definitely room to make it more object
oriented and somewhat cleaner. I am sure there are files with duplication of code.
and these could be fixed. One of my obstacles in this respect was being new to the
C++ language, so this may be bener suited for someone with prior C++ experience.

•

Animation: Adding complex animations, like a creature that has moving legs and a
head that can walk around the world, or a flying bird.

•

Optimization: Implement "Octrees" [10]. They are supposedly wonderful for
optimization of collision detection, and cuBing portions of scenes that do not need to
be drawn, allowing for larger, more detailed scenes with more interaction.

•

Shadows: Real-time shadows on more than just one plane. Ray-casting is used in
some methods for shadows, which will make this easier since I have implemented
ray-casting already for collision detection.

•

Collision Detection: The current methods for collision detection are good enough.
but have room for extension. Create a function for automatically approximating
surfaces and turning them into collision boundaries. Or try MathEngine's collision
detection package that is included in the files with thjs project. I personally got more
out of implementing it myself, however, and I suggest the same.

•

Stereo Vision: It would be very cool to modify the world to render into stereo
buffers and have it output to a stereo vision visor, with a head tracker to control
viewer orientation.
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•

Purpose/Story: Use the world for something: experimentation, scientific
visualization, or a game -

give it a purpose or a story besides that of understanding

the mechanics of real-time 3-D graph.ics programming.

Each of these would be a great amendment to the current state of the project.
Anyone who works with this project or a similar one long enough

(Q

get past the initial

learning curve will discover just how fun real-time, three-dimensional graphics
programming can be.
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